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Through lively, accessible verse, readers identify recognizable careers that are fundamental to most

communities. Look on and below seven clotheslines and spot colorful items, including the mail

carrierâ€™s uniform, the artistâ€™s brushes, and the chefâ€™s apron. Then turn the page to learn

which professionals wear and use the special gear in the jobs they do. Clever illustrations show the

workers helping one another, and in the end, everyone joins together for a celebration that is out of

this world.
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Clues were not definitive enough for my four-year old grandson. He lost interest in this book

immediately.On the upside I think it's a clever idea and can see how this would serve as a teaching

tool. My experience was not a good one. Every child is different. Just didn't appeal to my grandson.

I just thought this book was so creative and cute! What a great way to teach little ones about

community helpers and the jobs people do. Text is interactive and engaging with a Q/A format. And

of course, kids will love to look in the art and guess what story's going on behind the story. A fun

book for little ones and a great nonfiction read for the elementary classroom!



Check out what's on the clothesline to discover what these men and women do for a living. This is

an excellent book for younger children and you can turn a reading session into a game by coming

up with the distinctive clothing other professionals might wear. Teachers on the preschool level and

for the early grades will want to check this book out for possible class projects.Book provided by

publisher.

Very cute book that allows children to interact throughout as they solve clues to whose clothes are

whose. Have had this book for a while and always come back to it because my grandchildren never

tire of it.

Love this book! I use it in my early intervention speech therapy sessions. It depicts women in

nontraditional roles and is great for working on community helpers, actions and pronouns.

Written by favorite author duo, this is another great book that not only teaches but enterains!

Creative ideas and great writing!!

Its for my daughter for a holiday gift. But it came intact, in great shape.! Perfect and ready to be

wrapped and opened!!

Very good book for speech development. I like the pictures, they allow us to make up our own story

about a community.
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